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In an episode of his online weekly show, author of Hezbollah: The Philosophy of Power (2018) and senior
Lebanese political analyst Nasser Qandil, broke down a recent lengthy interview by Hezbollah’s leader
Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah. In the interview with the Lebanese al-Nour Radio, Nasrallah put forward the
‘very probable’ hypothesis that Israel may reach its demise in the foreseeable future without the need for
any military conflict. The following is a translation of segments of Qandil’s break down of Nasrallah’s
hypothesis, in an episode Qandil titled ‘The Road to al-Quds (Jerusalem)’. Middle East Observer will be
gradually translating and publishing other important segments of Qandil’s analysis in the coming days and
weeks.
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Date: May 31, 2020
As previously mentioned in the brief appearance I’ve made to comment on the in-depth interview with his
eminence Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah about the road map towards dismantling the (Israeli) occupying entity,
the title of this episode is “The Road to Jerusalem”, the road mapped out by the resistance leader
(Nasrallah). We have always talked about the “certain” fall of the (Israeli) entity. Since its emergence
forty years ago, the Resistance (Hezbollah) was “certain” that this (Israeli) entity will cease to exist. It was
absolutely certain. But we have three different types of certainty:
1. Religious Certainty
It stems from the belief that Allah promised that this (Israeli) entity will cease to exist. Whether because,
(as mentioned in the Quran) “Allah’s promise is indeed true” (Ar-Roum: 60) or because it is promised that
the Israelites will be expelled as they were the first time, and you will “enter the temple in Jerusalem, as
they entered it the first time” (Israa:7). This is regarding those whose certainty stems from their faith.
2. Temporal Certainty
As for those who base their certainty on temporal aspects, his eminence (Nasrallah) always says that the
objective and historical norms intersect with the Divine law. Therefore, those who believe in the objective
and historical norms– after all, (Israel) is an entity built on usurpation, settlement, on depriving “the
people of the land” (Palestinians) of their right, their cause, their history, their existence and their
properties. This great injustice that the Palestinian people is suffering will be over if they keep fighting for
their right; if the people of the region, especially Arab and Muslim people, stand with them; if the free and
honourable people of the world support them. It doesn’t matter who is backing the Israelis, this entity will
collapse. The (Israeli) entity is destined to cease from existence.

These two kinds of certainty have a future dimension that has no specific date. In other words, even if
there is no resistance, no deterrent force, no Axis of Resistance, no ongoing clash in Palestine, even if the
occupying entity may seem dominant and in control, I could still come up and say, with complete honesty:
“I am certain that this entity will not survive.” For example, when the Israelis invaded Beirut, and the
(Israeli) occupation was at its peak and was supporting the election of Bashir Gemayel as the President of
the Republic, I am one of the people who stood up and publicly said that they (the Israelis) will not bear to
stay (in Lebanon) for more than three years, and they will be soon outside of the Lebanese basic structure.
I remember saying “Give us five years, and they will be…” Of course, in the year 1985, (Ehud) Barak
(Former Prime Minister of Israel) himself admitted, [we will get more on the subject in a bit], that “we
(the Israeli army) were supposed to retreat to the borders, but what made us stay is failing to sell the
withdrawal because it was, in every respect, a defeat. Therefore, Israel, or rather the occupying entity,
needed all this time to swallow the poison of having no choice but to withdraw.
3. Political Certainty
Another certainty is political certainty. What is political certainty? It is that, based on the close scholarly
and scientific reading of the facts, of the balance of power, the options, the scenarios, the assumptions
made by the (Israeli) entity and its allies in the USA, the West, the Gulf, in addition to the resources
devoted to protect the (Israeli) entity, and the normalisation (of relations with Israel); (all of that) in
comparison to the Resistance and its determination, the people of Palestine and their determination, the
deal of the century and its results and implications, the Axis of Resistance and its equations, we come to
the conclusion that we are living at the time in which Israel will cease to exist. The exits the (Israeli) entity
could use to escape from its crisis are all blocked. It can no longer take a step forward nor a step back.
Therefore, the period of Israel’s disintegration has begun. This conclusion does not mean that Israel will
on principle cease to exist, or that Allah promised that it (Israel) will cease to exist, or that the rightful
people must gain their right back as long as they fight for it. No matter how you perceive it, the first two
kinds of certainty are at one level and the third political certainty is at a higher level because it cannot be
argued ideologically. It (political certainty) is not related to your faith, or whether you are affiliated with
the resistance or with the (Israeli) entity, this is a political matter.
Why am I starting with these introductions? Because I want this episode to be methodically one of the
exceptional episodes in “Sixty Minutes with Nasser Qandil”. This episode is like a whole book. The first
section that we will discussing is: the demise of the (Israeli) entity. The second section is about Barak
(Former PM of Israel): What did Barak say so that his eminence (Nasrallah) considered his statements a
turning point that must be followed up and read up on in order to understand these dynamics? The third
section discusses the manifestations of this concept and these conclusions in the current reality, and how
they shape the dynamics of the conflict. What is being fought over? What matters are being finalised by
the Axis of Resistance to reach the inevitable path that awaits the entity today, and not after generations?
We have these three sections.
4. The Demise of the (Israeli) Entity
We are talking about the demise of the (Israeli) entity now, in our time. His eminence (Nasrallah) is sixty
or sixty-one years old. In other words, we, this generation, have hope, based on natural medical and
human standards, that we will witness in our lifetime the demise of Israel in twenty years or less, perhaps
in 15, 12, 10 or 8 years. We are living in the time of Israel’s demise. This is unusual. Of course, this would
mean a change in the whole world. This would mean that America is not as dominant as it was since
World War II at least. So, let us see. What are we talking about? His eminence Sayyed (Nasrallah)
believes, and I share his belief of course, that this (Israeli) entity went through everything possible. It
fought wars and battles, negotiated settlements and reached a dead end.
It still exists thanks to the power of two things. The first thing is that it avoids slipping into a confrontation
that could lead to war, because this would be “the great war” in which all the Axis of Resistance is
involved, the war that would result in the demise of the (Israel) entity. The (Israeli) entity still exists
because it is playing it smart, because it avoids slipping into (this) war. It (carries out) strikes carefully
without causing major damage to avoid a painful response. In case of a painful response the (Israeli)
entity’s arrogance will force it to hit back only to persuade its public opinion that it is strong and able to
survive and protect them. It will have to respond. The Israeli entity will plunge into a war that would result

in its demise. It still exists thanks to this factor, in addition to the fact that it has exhausted everything in
terms of fighting wars or establishing peace, and by peace I mean settlements. It can no longer fight a war
or make a settlement. Its existence is (hence) preserved thanks to the power of the American presence in
the region. Therefore, either the Americans will leave the region and the (Israeli) entity will fall
prematurely (i.e. without war), or it (Israel) will slip into a war – “the great war” – and the (Israeli) entity
will fall by (military) force. Therefore, Sayyed (Nasrallah) put forward (in the recent television interview)
the hypothesis that Israel might cease to exist without a (military) war.
================
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In an episode of his online weekly show, author of Hezbollah: The Philosophy of Power (2018) and senior
Lebanese political analyst Nasser Qandil, broke down a recent lengthy interview by Hezbollah’s leader
Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah. In the interview with the Lebanese al-Nour Radio, Nasrallah put forward the
‘very probable’ hypothesis that Israel may reach its demise in the foreseeable future without the need for
any military conflict. The following is a translation of segments (Part 2) of Qandil’s break down of
Nasrallah’s hypothesis, in an episode Qandil titled ‘The Road to al-Quds (Jerusalem)’. Middle East
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Therefore, either the Americans will leave the region and the (Israeli) entity will fall prematurely (i.e.
without war), or it (Israel) will slip into a war – “the great war” – and the (Israeli) entity will fall by
(military) force. Therefore, Sayyed (Nasrallah) put forward (in the recent television interview) the
hypothesis that Israel might cease to exist without a (military) war.
Is this statement made by Sayyed (Nasrallah) unique or unprecedented? Has no analyst or researcher made
a similar statement before? Of course, we do not need statements from others to confirm Sayyed
Nasrallah’s words and give them credibility. But if one of the (Israeli) entity’s people or partisans spoke
about an existential danger facing the entity, presented a reading (of events) and laid out conditions that
confirm Sayyed Nasrallah’s conclusion, then this would make (Nasrallah’s) conclusion more credible,
more powerful.
What do we have here? In 2010, the US State Department, an institution that conducts studies, examined
the changes in the Middle East and their prospects. This examination is what led to the Arab Spring, in
which (the US) was ready to sacrifice subordinate governments and regimes if Syria would be the prize.
Clinton’s dire warning to Israel in 2010
Why did the Americans get to this point? The US State Department, after conducting studies and holding
discussions for two months (from December to February), issued a report in March stating that Israel is
facing an unforgiving future in the Middle East. And of course, whoever wants to check if what I’m
saying is accurate can listen to Hillary Clinton’s speech at the AIPAC conference. What is AIPAC? It is
the Zionist society that not only fights for the survival of the (Israeli) entity, gathers donations towards it
and mobilises (Israeli) lobbies inside the Congress, but also supports Israel’s extremism. It (AIPAC) is a
powerful force. It is the soul of the (Israeli) entity.
And who is Hillary Clinton? She is the US Secretary of State. When speaking at AIPAC, US presidents
usually play the electoral game, i.e. they will try to gain votes. However, Secretaries of States – go back in
history to the speeches of Madeleine Albright or James Baker at AIPAC. When US Secretaries of State
deliver a speech at the AIPAC conference, they always base their talk on political thinking, on strategies.

They do not have to be strategists; they may be petty like Hillary Clinton. But there are external minds
that conduct research, think, make conclusions, then prepare a summary in the form of a speech (for US
Secretaries of State) to deliver before the Zionist elites (at the conference). This summary would inform
them where we are headed and what challenges lie ahead, because the US is responsible for this (Israeli)
entity. It is its protector and main supporter.
What does Hillary Clinton say in this speech that is a summary of what can be said publicly from the
study? What is not said (from the study) can be revealed if we look into US policy in 2011 and thereafter.
The title of this policy is known to all of us: ‘Toppling of US-affiliated governments’, as in the case of
Zine El Abidine (Former President of Tunisia), Mubarak (Former President of Egypt), and ‘striking a deal
with the Muslim Brotherhood, in Egypt, Tunisia and the region, and giving Turkey the main role of
toppling the Syrian regime’. This huge war in the region was the fruit of this (American) study that says
what? That says exactly what Clinton said: An unforgiving future awaits Israel (and hence something had
to be done). This means that the (Israeli) occupying entity….what does she mean by ‘an unforgiving
future’? She means that (the Israeli entity) is heading towards collapse, that it has no hope.
1. The demographic dilemma
Why is there talk about an ‘unforgiving future’? Hillary Clinton cites (a couple of) reasons. She says you
are discussing… she is addressing the (Israeli) entity’s people and supporters, AIPAC, Zionist thinkers,
the strategic minds supporting this entity. She says: ‘you are discussing the idea of a Jewish state, the
declaration of a Jewish state’ – it hadn’t been declared yet at the time. What Jewish state? The problem is
that the age of emigration is over and the sources of emigration have run out. There are no more Jews in
the world that you can bring to occupied Palestine. There are no more. You want to establish a Jewish
state with three million Jews among six million Palestinians? How? According to demographic norms,
you (Israelis) can no longer bring immigrants nor displace Palestinians.
A Palestinian today is no longer the same Palestinian he was in the year 1948, when you (Israel) used to
burn his crops so that he carries his belongings and leaves in the hope that Arabs will ensure his return in
the future. This won’t happen anymore. (Today), (a Palestinian) carries a weapon, fights, blows himself
up, rides trucks and runs over soldiers and police (officers). The ability of the (Israeli) occupying entity to
displace (Palestinians) is now limited, and its ability to attract migrants has become limited as well.
Consequently, since the trends of population growth vary greatly between Jews and Arabs, especially
Muslims, the population of Muslim Arabs in Palestine is growing at an accelerated pace while the Jewish
population is growing at a slow pace. Some statistics estimate that in the year 2030, the Palestinian Arab
population living in post-1948 Palestine will equal more than half of the Jewish population. In the year
2050, they will be as many as the Jews. And after the year 2050, assuming the (Israeli) entity will survive
until 2050, if you leave it to the demographic factor…Palestinians say, even mothers and fathers of some
martyrs say when a martyr dies, we give birth to another. If you ask a Palestinian: why (do you have) 13
children? He would say these kids are for Palestine, not for me. In other words, there is a Palestinian belief
that reproduction is a form of confrontation and resilience.
Therefore, with these (population) laws into account, Hillary says (to Israelis): if we let things proceed
naturally, even without politics, wars, the resistance or anything being taken into account, (the Israeli
population) will gradually shrink. There is no possible way to solve this issue. “So you need a quick
solution”, says Clinton at the end of her speech. (Clinton) starts with the first (demographic) factor,
(saying) you (Israelis) are heading towards a demographic problem. If we jump to the year 2100, the
Jewish population will reach 15 million, and Palestinian Arabs will be 50 million in the post-1948
Palestinian territories, 100 million in all of Palestine and 200 million when Palestinian expatriates are
included. What about you (Israelis)? This is one. In other words, be careful. The talk about a Jewish state,
according to Clinton, will become a joke, a subject of ridicule.
2. Huge difference in land mass between Israel & Axis of Resistance
Then Clinton says: ….the age of lightning-fast wars is long gone. Given the small geographical area that
Palestine occupies, you (Israelis) live in a region bordering a greater strategic depth formed by the Axis of
Resistance and other countries confronting (Israel). Where is Iran? We are talking about (an area that

stretches) from the Palestinian borders to the borders between Pakistan and Iran. How large (of an area)
are you talking about! (Compare it to the area) from the borders of Palestine with Jordan to the
(Mediterranean) Sea. There is no comparison. This vast area of millions of square kilometres (enjoyed by
the Axis of Resistance) compared to tens of thousands of square kilometres occupied by the Zionists.
This (Israeli) entity is built on a small geographical area. It has a small population against a sea of people
(in Palestine and the Axis of Resistance). What does (the Israeli entity) count on (to survive)? It counts on
its great power. What do I mean by great power? (I mean) the air force, the capacities, the management,
the mechanical speed of vehicles. Who were they up against? (Arab) armies composed of infantry armed
with rifles. You (Israelis) have played this game for fifty years, and have always won lightning-fast wars.
But you cannot wage a lightning-fast war anymore. It is over.
3. The age of Israeli lightning-fast wars is over
The proof is that you waged a war on Lebanon and stayed – unlike the time where you waged the Six-Day
War in 1967 and defeated all the Arab armies – you fought for 33 days (in the 2006 war) and could not
step an inch inside Lebanese territory. You even begged us (the Americans) to show you a way out, until
we ended the war. The time of lightning-fast wars is long gone. Where can you (Israelis) wage a lightningfast war today? Where can you win a decisive victory? Without a decisive victory, the (Israeli) occupying
entity will gradually collapse. Why? Because (its existence) depends on its power of deterrence. It
depends on instilling fear and terror in the hearts of anyone who thinks about confronting (Israel). Is it still
like that? No it is not.
If Netanyahu comes out now, and Sharon rises from his grave, along with Menachem Begin and Golda
Meir, and if we put Trump next to them with Obama, Bush and the (Arab) rulers of the Gulf. If all of
them, the living and the dead, came together, went on TV and said…which Arab country do they want,
Lebanon? Syria? The countries that confront (Israel)? Iran? If they (Israelis and their allies) come out and
say that “we call upon the people of Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Iran to spend their nights in the shelters”, the
Lebanese, Syrians, Iraqis and Iranians will mock them. However, if his eminence (Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah) goes out, on his own, and says: “I advise (Israeli) settlers to remain in their shelters tonight”.
Compare the two (in terms of credibility). It is over. The age of power and terror that this (Israeli) entity
was spreading is long gone. Consequently, you (Israelis) can no longer wage a lightning-fast war, nor
achieve a decisive victory. What can you do?
4. Israeli refusal of any ‘reasonable’ political compromise
Hillary Clinton says: regarding the conflict between the two opposing Arab camps, the camp that supports
the United States (becoming weaker) – she is the one who said that, the US Secretary of State said that the
camp that supports the US is getting smaller and weaker. Why? Because (this camp) said to its people
‘count on us to gain back the rights of the Palestinians through the United States’. So far, the path of
negotiations has not been able to produce any results that Palestinians or Arabs can believe in. On the
other hand, she says: the ones who call themselves the “Axis of Resistance” (she means us), has been able
to prove to its people that it is producing achievements. Some great examples (of these achievements) are
the liberation of southern Lebanon and Gaza. Therefore, if things proceed as they are now, and I am still
quoting Hillary Clinton… If things do not change, what will happen? They (the camp supporting the US)
will completely lose their credibility. While (the Axis of Resistance) will gain more credibility.
There will be no more lightning-fast wars, no decisive victories, population growth (rates) are not in
(Israel’s) favor. (Clinton) ends by saying that an unforgiving future awaits Israel unless its leadership has
the political courage to present a generous offer for a historical, reasonable settlement with the
Palestinians. (Israel should offer) a compromise that could be supported by a strong (Palestinian) leader
who will convince his people to go with that option. I mean (a settlement that would offer) the
establishment of a (Palestinian) state in the 1967 territories, (and definitely) not like Trump’s ‘Deal of the
Century’.
At the time, (the Americans) planned, drew up maps and decided to put a line next to the settlements
around Ramallah and neighboring cities. (According to this plan), there were 25,000 settlers that had to be
evicted from the area between Jerusalem and that line. But Netanyahu rejected the whole project and said

“I don’t want it, I will not take one step back, nor will I evict a single settler.” Not only did they not cling
to the hope that Hillary Clinton offered, but they took the opposite road with the ‘Deal of the Century’ that
does not at all strip Palestinians of their land, but rather unites them, because this deal is not acceptable in
any way, shape or form. So this door, this small window, is now closed.
5. Israel’s existential question emphatically returns
What does Hillary Clinton say? In the absence of a brave leadership that can make a generous offer to
reach a settlement with the Palestinian leadership, a settlement that the Palestinian people would
accept…if there is no (such leadership), then an unforgiving future (awaits Israel). What does the
unforgiving future mean? It means the countdown to the demise (of Israel), because you (Israelis) cannot
wage war, nor bring in (new Jewish) migrants, nor displace Palestinians, nor achieve a decisive (military)
victory, and you, in return, cannot make a settlement.
His eminence (Sayyed Nasrallah) is building (his conclusion) on (such analyses). He is not building (it) on
sand, but rather, on solid foundations. These solid foundations are engraved deep in the Western and
Zionist psyche, they realise that they are in deep trouble. They are using this expression for the first time.
The (Israeli) entity’s ‘existential question’ has returned to the table. The existential danger (that faces
Israel) is now under discussion. “We (Israelis) went back to the time of the War of Independence”, these
are (Ariel) Sharon’s words, “we went back to where we were in 1947. Will we survive or not? Will the
(Israeli) entity remain or will it cease to exist?” Hence, his eminence (Sayyed Nasrallah) is not drawing
(such conclusions) without (such solid) data.

